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Introduction

The first impression when someone hears the phrase
“social disorganization”, is that neighbourhoods that are socially
disorganised will definitely be more prone to crime. It is true
that crime is not haphazardly allocated beyond neighbourhoods
in a city and doesn’t take place evenly in all areas. Instead,
it verges to raise in particular locales and not others. Social
disorganisation theory considers this fact - the non random
distribution of crime- as a departure point for explicating crime
[1]. Many people relate social disorganisation with individuals
taking or dealing drugs in the streets, fights, high rates of crime,
prostitution or different criminal and non criminal acts that
generates a feeling of danger and it is seen by neighbourhoods as
evidence of failure and collapse in social regulation [2]. In order
to confirm or disprove this idea, this essay will try to examine
the theories of the Chicago School by analysing their theories
and hypothetical models about crime and its connection and
reason, to and by different social components. Furthermore,
considering researches that have been conducted, an
examination of the function of social efficacy in neighbourhoods
and the drawbacks of its absence in delinquency and human
bonds will be done. Finally, an effort will be made to reinforce
this notion by associating it to the “Broken Windows” theory
in order to provide an optimum comprehension of the relation
amid sociable and physical disorder and crime.
The Chicago School of Criminology contains the work of
numerous conspicuous scholars that were concerned of social
issues that endured in urban communities. Roberta Ezra Park
[3] contended that neighbourhoods are distinctive segments
ground on ethnic background, financial status and natural
characteristics of fundamental elements of the city. She expressed
that urban areas are developed from within to the outside. Few
years later, the research of people and the way they generate and
communicate with their surroundings was the base, for Park
and Burgess [4], that constituted the premature groundwork for
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what would some years after turn out the social disorganisation
theory. Influenced by their backgrounds in human ecology they
recommended that metropolitan surroundings sympathize with
the same instinctive triggers into human, almost in a similar form
as animals distribute with physical surroundings. According to
Park and Burgess [4] “the consequence is that the city possesses
a moral as well as physical organization, and these two mutually
interact in characteristic ways to mould and modify one another”.

Furthermore, Park and Burgess conducted the Concentric
Zone Theory which emphasized that cities grow outwards from
the city centre generating concentric zones, that have unlike
ethos and it underlined a procedure of intrusion, supremacy and
succession to comprehend city life. The zone out of the inward
circle (business locale in the inner part of the city), is termed
as “zone in transition” and has high delinquency percentages
and various different issues, like poorness and prostitution
and as a result the possibility to experience larger amounts
of “social disorganisation” and victimization ratio would be
higher. However, there were many scholars that criticised this
theory supporting that no imaginary standard actually emerges
regarding to a consecutive deployment of a city and the “historic
inertia argument” which claimed that the spatial and ecological
construction of an area at different times relies on the history of
the area and on different variables and it is not a natural process
as Park and Burgess supported [5,6].
As Louis Wirth supported [7] social disorganisation emerged
as an outcome of an absence of consensus and “especially in our
modern great cities, where primary group relations are minimal
and secondary relations are segmental and usually amoral,
we tend to treat aggregations of men who are merely spatially
contiguous and functionally interdependent as if they were
societies. Under such circumstances, what we are disposed to call
social disorganization is rather a situation in which organization
in the sense of a common set of norms was never able to develop
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to any appreciable degree”. Two years later Shaw and Mackay
[8] generated the social disorganisation theory by examining
the procedures that create a higher ratio of crime inside “the
zone in transition areas”. According to Kubrin and Weitzer [9]
”Unlike theories centred on “kinds of people” explanations for
crime, social disorganization theory focuses on the effects of
“kinds of places”-specifically, different types of neighbourhoods
-in creating conditions favourable or unfavourable to crime and
delinquency”. Through their work [8], Juvenile Delinquency
and Transition Areas, they found out that very high criminality
rates insisted in particular Chicago neighbourhoods for elongate
terms of time in spite of transitions in the racial and ethnic
synthesis of these communities.
Shaw and Mackay claimed that delinquency is an action
of neighbour’s dynamics and those social and economic
disadvantaged regions were mainly located by immigrants that
came later on, provoking ethnic and racial heterogeneity. This
ethnic variety caused residential mobility that minimises the
chance to create strong bonds among people in a society or a
neighbourhood, influencing in a negative way the control of
young people by control mechanisms. The non- stop moving
in and out of these areas associated with the amputation of
ethnicities prompted an inconsistency, which restricted in the
settlement of mutual issues connected with high percentages
of poverty. Moreover, the potential outcomes for “criminal
traditions” to be made essentially expand, creating social
transmissions of criminal values, passed through generations.
It cannot be denied that physical degeneration and closeness to
industrialized districts can affect youth criminality because areas
that are nearly the town centre supposed to be less attractive
than areas at further distance and their houses environmentally
less desirable.

However, it is not only the characteristics or the
residential turnover or the nationality of people that live
in a neighbourhood the cause of high crime rates but the
combination of different social problems such as residential
mobility, unemployment, racial heterogeneity and low socialeconomic status. Each of these components conduce to varying
means to a neighbourhood’s failure to self-control, which may
be the cause for growth in delinquency and crime [8-10]. Shaw
and Mackay’s view that social disorganisation could be analysed
by the examination of these three characteristics (economic
status, mobility and heterogeneity) and that the combination
of these might be the factor for high rates of delinquency was
further supported by Blau and Blau [11] who claimed that when
economic deprivation is connected with certain characteristics
like ethnicity, social disorganisation can be generated. Moreover,
Warner and Pierce contended that poverty has a basic role in
the relationship between crime and social disorganisation and
that social disorganisation is more induced when is taking
place in neighbourhoods with high percentages of poverty and
unemployment [11,12].
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Another theory that can be characterized as an expansion
of social disorganisation theory and it is not meant to view
individually as an unconditional explanation of the causes
of crime, is the” differential association theory”. This theory
supported that neighbourhoods with high delinquency
percentages are not socially disorganised but simply organised
in a different way and, as a result, they have alterative values
and techniques when it comes to crime. Differential association
takes a gander at the distinctions in social gatherings - those that
help criminal movement and those that counter it. These two
cultures contend inside the neighbourhood to hold or recruit
more members. Differential association holds that criminal
practices are attained when those clusters that help criminal
movement are given more clout than those foundations that
counter criminal action. The contrast between those individuals
who commit crimes and the individuals who adjust can regularly
be traced back to the peer association individuals communicate
with the most [13,14].
Social disorganization theory depicted a supreme change
in how criminologists viewed delinquency and its causes.
Nevertheless, while it did much in altering perceptions, more
experimental researches uncovered several evident problems
that prevented its helpfulness. As a matter of fact, a huge
number of critics left everything except unrelated well into the
1980s [15]. A piece of this feedback focused on the failure to
straightforwardly connect the first exogenic variables (economic
status, heterogeneity and mobility [8] to delinquency and crime.
The original hypothetical model rotated singularly round its
three fundamental variables, and whilst these three variables
influenced the relation amid a neighbourhood’s arrangement
and delinquency, a proximate association found hard to display.
According to Kornhauser [16] these three variables contribute
to the evolution of some other interior determinants that can
affect a neighbourhood’s capacity to self-control.

Sampson and Groves [17] supporting this theory signified
by utilising data from BCS (British Crime Survey) that social
disorganization influences the unofficial regulate mechanisms
in a way that it raises delinquency and crime percentages.
Areas qualities, like family disruption, private portability and
structural tightness impoverish unofficial sociable control
systems which are blocked by feeble social security brought down
neighbourhood connection, namelessness and decreased ability
for custody and surveillance. Furthermore, other components
like poorness and racial constitution likewise presumably
influence unofficial control, despite the fact that their affection
is more likely indirect. Citizens in neighbourhoods characterized
by family disorder, motility and building consistency are less
capable to perform guardianship acts, less possible to report
general criminality to the authorities or to intercede in public
perturbations and to accept obligation regarding supervision
of young people activities. As a result, deviant behaviours
are endured and state rules of social control are not efficient.
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The results of the two empirical research that they conducted
in UK supported their hypothesis by presenting that social
disorganisation affects the intervening variables, since there is
very high delinquency in areas with absence of organizational
participation, weak social bonds and no supervision in young
groups [9,17].

These three intervening variables that emerged through
the first original exogenous variables (heterogeneity, mobility
and economic status) are frequently mentioned as “collective
efficacy”. Collective efficacy related to social disorganisation
is comprised of two dimensions that are the area’s standing
of social cohesion and social control [18-20]. Collective
efficacy is “a task-specific construct that draws attention to
shared expectations and mutual engagement by residents
in local social control” and the lack of supervision in youth
groups can influence badly the neighbourhood’s level of social
disorganization [8,21]. Social cohesion which can be expressed
as a synopsis of altruism and confidence among the members
of a society and same values and ideas, can raise the residents
ability to participate in the sociable control of individuals in a
neighbourhood and decrease delinquency and deviance. By
trusting each other within the community, providing help in
individuals in times of need and participating in watch programs
for the safety of the neighbourhood are means that increase
social control [21]. Bursik [15] is further supporting this idea
by stating that “breadth and strength of local networks directly
affect the effectiveness” of “community social control (p. 527)”.

Instances of social, informal control involve residents’
actions to anticipate or approve confused and delinquent
behaviour through unofficial observation of the neighbourhoods
and the streets and immediate interference in problems. Like,
for example, investigating individuals about suspecting acts,
reprimanding people who are making trouble and advising
parents for their children’s wrong doings [9]. Sampson’s and
Grove’s theory that neighbourhood net systems, interest in
official and deliberate associations and a group’s capacity to
regulate and control youth groups, clarify a great part of the
impact of exogenous qualities on delinquency, was further
supported by more empirical research such as Eliot’s et al. [22]
and Markowitz et al. [23], which provided enough evidence that
strong social bonds (including trust and common beliefs) and
social control assist in the decrease of delinquency ratio.

At this point it is important to refer to another theory
that according some scholars can affect crime rates in a
neighbourhood, which is the social capital theory. Social
capital according to Coleman [24] refers to the intact sources
generated in “relations among persons that facilitate action”
for common profits (S100). Furthermore as Seligman supports
“The emphasis in modern societies on consensus (is) based
on interconnected networks of trust - among citizens, families,
voluntary organizations, religious denominations, civic
associations, and the like. Similarly the very “legitimation” of
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modern societies is founded on the “trust” of authority and
governments as generalisations” [25]. As a result of this trust
among the residents of a neighbourhood some studies have
concentrated in the relation between crime and social capital
and they found that areas with high strong social capital had
reduced crime [26,27]. However, Sampson et al. [18] critiqued
that theory saying that social capital doesn’t explain how trust
is brought into action and how sources (information, rules and
commitments) are mobilized to improve sociable control.

As Wilson [28] stated “what many impoverished and
dangerous neighbourhoods have in common is a relatively high
degree of social integration (high levels of local neighbouring
while being relatively isolated from contacts in the broader
mainstream society) and low levels of informal social control
(feelings that they have little control over their immediate
environment including the environment’s negative influence on
their children)” indicating that social capital is not connected
negatively to crime. This motive force that is absent in social
capital, that leads people to take actions and rely upon
common ideas and beliefs for the common good is collective
efficacy, which according to various analyses in Chicago is not
only related to neighbourhood crime rates (strong collective
efficacy-low crime rates) but also has the ability to decrease the
results of condensed disadvantage and residential uncertainty
[29,30].

Another theory that is related with collective efficacy is the
“broken windows theory”. Broken windows theory shows the
importance of social disorganisation connected to crime as it
recommends that letting disorders either physical (abandoned
buildings, broken windows, relinquished vehicles, and empty
parcels loaded with garbage)- or social (aggressive vagabonds,
loud neighbours and youth groups congregating on road
corners) in a neighbourhood uncontrolled, may generate and
sustain more crime. Disorder is not straightforwardly connected
to crime but prompts expanded fear and withdrawal from
inhabitants, which then permits more genuine and serious crime
to move in as a result of diminished levels of casual social control.
Consider a building with a few broken windows. If the windows
are not repaired, the tendency is for vandals to break a few more
windows. Eventually, they may even break into the building, and
if it’s unoccupied, perhaps become squatters or light fires inside.
Or consider a sidewalk. Some litter accumulates. Soon, more
litter accumulates. Eventually, people even start leaving bags of
trash from take-out restaurants there or even break into cars
[31]. As a result when activities like buildings or cars being
destroyed and abandoned or graffiti not painted over and people
drinking freely in the streets, take place, it is almost certain that
further delinquency will be caused. Therefore, the residents of
this neighbourhood have the notion that no one cares, that social
control doesn’t exist and of course they feel unsafe in their own
neighbourhood [31]. As Xu, Fiedler and Flaming [32] support
“fearful citizens will lock themselves behind closed doors, stay
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off the streets, curtail their normal activities and associations
and abandon their basic civic obligations. As social atomization
sets in and citizens withdraw physically, they also withdraw
from roles of mutual support with fellow citizens on the streets,
thereby relinquishing the social controls they formerly helped to
maintain within the community. When people stop interacting
with one another, social cohesion is out of the question and so is
shared willingness to engage in informal social control of public
space” [33].

Conclusion

All the above indicate that “broken windows” theory is
directly connected to collective efficacy because disorder
represents the collapse of both neighbourhood standards of
conduct and official and non-official sociable control, which
leads to delinquency [34]. The only way to reverse this situation
is collective efficacy in a sense that socially consistent areas with
common beliefs and targets, can create high standards of social
control and avoid more” break windows” by “repairing them”
[18,29]. However, it is important to say that some research have
critiqued broken windows theory supporting that when the
relation between disorder and crime was examined directly and
not indirectly (disorder-fear-low social control-crime) as the
Broken windows theory did, the results revealed very little to no
evidence that disorder affects crime. Even, in that case that the
relationship of crime and disorder proved to be forged, collective
efficacy interpreted both disorder and delinquency [29,35,36].
Social disorganization theory is a predominant criminological
concept and very valuable because it contributes to comprehend
the allocation of crime in geographic areas and especially
neighbourhoods. It was generated in a period that researchers
needed to interpret why and how great proportion of changes
in Chicago corresponded to transitions in the delinquency ratio.
However, in recent years social disorganization encounters a
regeneration and considering the growing deindustrialization of
big urban communities, white collar class portability, isolation
of the poor and increase of immigrants in many cities around the
world - it can be said with certainty that the theory’s importance
is maybe considerably more powerful nowadays today than
when it was initially introduced numerous years back [37].

More, important through the examination of various studies
this essay indicated that social disorganization has a great
collision in making some neighbourhoods more prone to crime, as
it influences many mediating mechanisms that ease delinquency
in neighbourhoods. The association of factors like low socioeconomic status, isolation, lack of supervision of youth groups,
disorder, weak social bonds and cohesion and indifference for
the common good of a neighbourhood cause more crime. Finally,
it cannot be denied that the combination of all these theories
(social disorganization, broken windows theory, social efficacy,
Social Capital) can offer more in depth explanations about why
some neighbourhoods are more prone to crime [1].
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